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ESA PIETILÄ’s multifaceted work on the 
saxophone is firmly rooted in jazz but touches on 
many different musical genres while continuously 
striving for new forms of creative expression. 
Widely regarded as one of the premiere masters of his instrument in the vibrant Finnish 
jazz scene, Esa Pietilä is equally at home playing totally free improvisations solo, 
performing with his own contemporary & free jazz oriented groups such as the award 
winning Liberty Ship quartet or appearing as soloist for such orchestras and chamber 
orchestras as the internationally renowned Avanti!.

In addition, Pietilä regularly performs with his many duo collaborations, with contemporary 
classical ensembles and with new music chamber musicians.

In 2009 Pietilä released the album “Karhea” – a series of completely improvised solo 
recordings, and since then, he has been performing his solo saxophone concerts both locally 
and internationally. 

In 2014 Esa Pietilä founded the 
Helsinki Free Fall festival which 
presents new music on the fields 
of contemporary music, jazz, 
new music & improvisation.

2015 will see the 
release of the new 
Liberty Ship 
album, plus also a 
solo saxophone 
album by Pietilä.
Pietilä’s currently active ensembles
include Liberty Ship, Esa Pietilä 3, 
Sorgen–Pietilä Duo, Kujala-Pietilä 
Treatment and "Unprecedented".

esa@esapietila.com
esapietila.com
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ESA PIETILÄ 
LIBERTY SHIP

Liberty Ship, formed in 2012, navigates the deep waters of free jazz and improvised music 
in constant pursuit of liberated self-expression. Acclaimed saxophonist and composer Esa 
Pietilä leads this all-star quartet of accomplished Finnish jazz musicians, pushing each 
member of the group to the boundaries of their creative ability. Liberty Ship is without a 
doubt one of the most exciting projects to emerge from the booming Finnish jazz scene.

Their music is adventurous, mysterious, 
creative and unpredictable.

ESA PIETILÄ tenor saxophone
AKI RISSANEN piano

ANTTI LÖTJÖNEN double bass
OLAVI LOUHIVUORI drums

esapietila.com/liberty-ship

LIBERTY SHIP: APPROACHING
Eclipse Music 2013 (2CD)

LIBERTY SHIP: THE WIDE OPEN SUITE & NOISES AT SEA
Eclipse Music 2015 (2CD)

“Liberty Ship has sailed to the frontline of European jazz .”
– Helsingin Sanomat –

New York City Jazz Record “Album of the Year”
New album upcoming in 2015.



SOLO SAXOPHONE
Pietilä started his solo saxophone excursions in 2007. Since then, he has appeared at 
several art galleries, concert venues, churches, et cetera. His first solo saxophone CD 
“KARHEA” was released in 2009. Pietilä’s solo saxophone expression is heavily influenced 
by visual arts and poetry, which gives him the platform to shape up the dynamic structure 
and form of his improvisations. With his inner dialogue of musical thinking regarding 
improvisation, he combines a musical fantasy world with reality. 

This is “visual music”.

ESA PIETILÄ 3
ESA PIETILÄ 3 explores new improvisational fields of Scandinavian free jazz / avantgarde, 
ranging from straightforward energetic free playing to colorful ambient sceneries and 
soundscapes. The trio was also the featured unit for Esa Pietilä´s Orhestral piece “Graffiti 
Play” for the Avanti! Chamber orchestra performed with Esa-Pekka Salonen in 2014. The 
group will continue to explore the freedom of improvised music and compositional 
structures.

HARVEY SORGEN & ESA PIETILÄ DUO
Drummer Harvey Sorgen and Esa Pietilä began their collaboration in 2012. Starting out 
with a successful US tour, their musical encounter was something very new and unique – a 
surprisingly new organism of sound and structure. Sorgen’s intensity and vision 
combined with Pietilä’s gut punching ideas on the saxophone create a remarkable 
combination of fire, soft elegance, 

pure primitive power and flourishing ripeness.

KUJALA – PIETILÄ TREATMENT
Accordionist Veli Kujala and saxophonist Esa Pietilä are both known as masters of their 
instruments, as well as potent composers and improvisers. Their new and innovative duo 
exploring the boundaries of written music and improvisation was formed in 2013. The duo 
incorporates elements from live electronics, microtonality, jazz and contemporary music.

”UNPRECEDENTED”
Kantele artist Eija Kankaanranta and saxophonist Esa Pietilä explore composed & 
improvised musical space for new galaxies. With bold exploration and experimentation 
they will get there as their musical journey starts from the first note.



ORCHESTRAL WORK
Besides the quartet Liberty Ship, his solo saxophone excursions, the Esa Pietilä 3 and other 
projects, Pietilä’s musical playground also expands into the field of modern contemporary 
classical music where he effortlessly mixes together free jazz, improvisation and composed 
music. 

Pietilä also performs as a soloist with chamber 
orchestras & larger ensembles.
In 2013 Pietilä premiered the saxophone concerto “Grounds” by the highly regarded 
Finnish composer Eero Hämeenniemi. The concerto “Grounds”, tailored for Pietilä as the 
soloist, was performed by Se ensemble with the upcoming conductor Santtu Matias Rouvali. 
In 2014 Pietilä performed with one of the leading conductors in the world, Esa-Pekka 
Salonen, with whom Esa & Avanti! Chamber Orchestra premiered Pietilä’s concerto 
“Graffiti Play” for saxophone, contemporary jazz trio and a chamber orchestra.

Pietilä’s future projects include premieres of new saxophone concertos and other larger 
scale works for the saxophone and the orchestra. The following years’ schedule for Pietilä 
include performances of new works from various Finnish composers, from Pietilä himself, plus 
more.




